
Welcome Talk
Studying physics/astrophysics in Bonn



Have you heard about the 
“Fachschaft”?

by the way, if I haven’t said,
I’m Henry :D



Student council - The Fachschaft

- a group of students
- everything between first-years and PhD-students

- involved in many of the intricate bits of the 

bureaucracy
- part of department councils, meetings and decisions

- organizers of many events
- this welcome week

- community events like parties, barbecues and social 

networking activities

- help in nearly all things regarding physics or the studies 

here in Bonn

- not paid (sadly), we do it because we like it

What we are…



The Room where it happens

- HISKP room 0.027: The Fachschaftsraum

- has all the necessary goods
- throughout the semester regular opening hours where help is (should be) available

- a printer (called Marvin)

- a coffee maker (and also tea)

- small amount of workspace

- PCs to interact with Marvin (he has issues)

- maybe even something else to drink ;)



Welcome Week
step by step



What is time?

18:00

18 s.t.

18 c.t.

18 Uhr

means 18:00

means 18:00

means 18:15

means 18:15

exams:

lectures:

appointments:



Today,
02.10.2023

10 c.t. - 12:00
HISKP
Lecturehall
NOW

Welcome talk

12 c.t. - 14:00
Mensa Campo

Lunch break

14 s.t. - 16:00
HISKP
Foyer

Campus tour

18 s.t. - open End
HISKP
Seminar room 1

Board game evening



Tuesday,
03.10.2023

DAY OFF
BUT…

“Meet Your Fachschaftler”
(with barbecue)

14:00 - open end
Behind the HISKP



Wednesday,
04.10.2023

- Train to Cologne (from the HISKP 
or on your own)

- Talk about “Physics in Germany” 
and some history

- Labtours (Biophysics, Solid state 
physics & molecular physics labs)

- relaxing evening activity



Thursday,
05.10.2023

10 c.t. - 12:00
HISKP
Seminar room 2

Q&A with us

12 c.t. - 14:00
Mensa CAMPO

Lunch break

14 s.t. - 16:00
HISKP
Foyer

Laboratory tours



Friday,
06.10.2023

09 c.t. - 10:00
IAP
Lecturehall

BCGS info talk

10 c.t. - 12:00
HISKP
Seminar room 1

“Theoretical
breakfast”



Bonn-Cologne Graduate SchoolBonn-Cologne Graduate School



What is the BCGS?

- joined program of graduate studies between Bonn and Cologne

- it provides mentoring as well as social and scientific connections

- connects the phases of MSc and PhD to form one coherent concept

BCGS Info Talk:
Friday - 06. Oktober
09:15 - 10:00
Lecturehall IAP



Bureaucracy
from once in a lifetime to daily activity 



From once in a lifetime…



Exam dates

registration available from

registration available until

de-registration until



Exam registration



ecampus.uni-bonn.deE-Mail & eCampus

password

mail.uni-bonn.de



Services



Services you might need

Student advisor

“Trust-lecturers”
Prof. Annika Thiel

thiel@hiskp.uni-bonn.de

Prof. Florian Bernlochner
florian.bernlochner@uni-bonn.de

they help with sensitive matters

“Mensa-Card”

- No cash in the cafeteria!
- Bank card only with student-ID
- loading up with >10€ grants 3% 

bonus
- available in the café 

Info-Talk:
11. October
10:00 - 12:00
Lecturehall XVI - Geodesy 
(across the street from HISKP)

mailto:thiel@hiskp.uni-bonn.de
mailto:florian.bernlochner@uni-bonn.de


Help for foreign students



Physics-Masters in Bonn
an introduction



Modules



ASTROphysics-Masters in Bonn
another introduction



Astrophysics



Conclusion



Upcoming events:

Info-Talk (Prof. Drees):
11. October
10:00 - 12:00
Lecturehall XVI - Geodesy 
(across the street from HISKP)



Upcoming events:

Wednesday


